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CONVERGENT SEQUENCES OF t-SMOOTH MEASURES

SURJIT SINGH KHURANA

Abstract. It is proved that every r-smooth, group-valued Borel measure on

a regular Hausdorff space is regular; also it is proved that if a sequence of

r-smooth Borel measures on a regular Hausdorff space is convergent for

regular open sets, then it is convergent for all Borel sets. For a completely

regular Hausdorff space, it is proved that if a sequence of Borel r-smooth

measures is convergent for exactly open sets then it is convergent for all

Borel sets.

In this paper X denotes a regular Hausdorff topological space, % = %(X)

all Borel subsets of X, G an Hausdorff Abelian complete topological group,

and ju,:® —» G a countably additive measure. We say that p is r-smooth if for

any increasing net ( Va) of open subsets of X, ¡x(\J Va) = limp(Va) [1], [10],

[11]. We say that p is regular if for any B E % and a 0-neighborhood (0-nbd)

W of G, there exist a closed set C c B and an open set U D B such that

li(P) E W for any P E <S with Pc U \ C. An open set U, in X, is called

regular if U = (U)° (here ' ~ ' and ' ° ' denote, respectively, the closure and

interior in A' [1], [6], [9]. By an exact open set [1] (or a positive set [11])), we

mean a set of the form [x E X: f(x) > 0} for some nonnegative real-valued

continuous functions on X. In this paper we prove that every r-smooth

countably additive p: % —» G is regular. Also for a sequence {/i„} of

countably additive r-smooth measures, we prove that if {pn(A)) is conver-

gent for any regular open subset of X, then {p„(B)) is convergent for any

B E % ; if X is completely regular we prove that if { p„(A)) is convergent for

any exact open set A then {pN(A)) is convergent for any B E <$>- in both

cases the limits are proved to be countably additive, T-smooth measures. This

generalizes results of [1] (see also [7]).

It should be noted that for any open set U, (U)° is a regular open set [9]

and so the class of regular open sets is quite rich. For a family 9H of

G-valued measures on Í&, a class G E ?B is called a convergence determining

class for 'STL if every sequence {pn) c 9H, which is pointwise convergent on

G, is pointwise convergent on ÎÔ. In this terminology we prove that for

r-smooth measures on X, regular open sets is a convergence determining class

[9]. For a compact Hausdorff space X every regular Borel G-valued measure
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is r-smooth [7]; in [11] many examples of r-smooth measures are given.

We shall make use of the theory of submeasures developed in [3]. A

mapping || ||: C7-h>[0, oo) is called a norm on G if (i) ||x +.y|| < ||jr|| + ||_y||,

(ii) ||jc|| = || - jc||, (iii) ||x|| = 0 iff x = 0, for every x and y in G [3, p. 270]. A

group with topology generated by a norm will be called a normed group. It is

well known that every complete Abelian Hausdorff topological group is a

closed subgroup of a product of complete normed Abelian groups. (To prove

this let F be a symmetric 0-neighborhood in G. By induction there exists a

sequence {£/„} of symmetric 0-neighborhoods such that Un+X + Un+X +

Un+X c Un and Ux = V. Proceeding as in[12, Chapter IX, §3.1, Proposition 2]

we get a continuous pseudo-normpv on G. Gv = pyx{0) is a closed subgroup

of G. It is easy to see that G is embedded in U{G/Gy: V a symmetric 0-nbd},

considering G/ Gv a normed group with norm coming from the pseudo-norm

Pv)
For a a-algebra 21, of subsets of a set Y, a finitely additive measure A:

31 -> G is called exhaustive [3] if for any disjoint sequence {B¡} c 21, X(B¡) —>

0, in G. If A is countably additive then it is evidently exhaustive. A class Aa:

2Í -> G is called uniformly exhaustive if for any disjoint sequence {A¡) c 21,

Xa(A¡) —> 0, uniformly in a. If (H, \\ • ||) is a normed group and A: 21 -» H is

an exhaustive finitely additive measure, then we get an exhaustive sub-

measure X: 21 -> [0, oo), X(B) = sup{||A(^||: A c B, A E 21}, VB E 21 (it is

proved in [3, Corollary 4.11, p. 279], that A is finite valued).

We first present the following lemmas:

Lemma 1. Let Xn: 2N -^ G be a sequence of countably additive measures such

that [\(M)) converges, VM c N. Then (An) is uniformly convergent on 2N.

Proof. This lemma is proved in [7] (cf. [4]).

Lemma 2. Let X„:2N—* G be a sequence of finitely additive, exhaustive

measures. If {Xn(M)} is convergent, VM C N, then Xn's are uniformly exhaus-

tive.

Proof. This is proved in [4, p. 726].

Lemma 3. Let p:® -> G be countably additive and r-smooth and (G, \\ \\) be

normed. Then for any open set V, in X, there exists an increasing sequence {C„}

of closed sets, Cn c V, V«, such that p = 0 on ( V \ [~l "= ,C„) n % . Dually for

any closed set C, in X, there is a decreasing sequence (Vn) of open sets, such

that V„ D C, Vn and p = 0 on (fl ?_, Vn \ C) n % .

Proof. We split the proof into several steps.

(i) For an open set U and e < 0, there exists a closed set C c U such that

|| n(U \ C)\\ < e. Suppose this is not true. Since p is T-smooth there exists an

open set Ux E U such that_i/, c U,\\n(U\ Ux)\\ < e/8 (we_are using that X

is regular), and  \\¡i(U \ Ux)\\ > e. This implies that ||p(t/, \ Ux)\\ > e/2.
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Similarly we get an open set U2 c t/„ U2 c Ux such that \\p(Ux \ U2)\\ <

e/82. This means

|u(¿72\ u2)\ >\p(u\ ¿72)| -||u(í/\ í/,)|| +11,1(1/, \ u2)\\

> e - e/2 - e/2.

In this fashion we get a sequence {Un) of open sets such that Un + X c £/„ and

|| p(Un \ U„)\\ > e/2. Since {Un \ Un) are mutually disjoint, this is a con-

tradiction.

(ii) For an open set U and e > 0, there exists a closed set C c U such that

sup(|| w(P)||: P closed, Pct/\C}<e. An indirect proof may be obtained

by routine arguments.

Remark. If the above result holds for a closed set C, then it also holds for a

bigger closed set.

(iii) If for any open set U and e > 0, sup(|| u(P)||: P closed, P c U) < e,

then sup{||u(F)||: F open, V c (/} < e.

Proof. Use (i).

(iv) For any open set V there exists an increasing sequence {C„} of closed

sets, C„ c V, Vn such that u = 0 on ( V \ U "= ,C„) n ®.

Proof. By (ii), there exists an increasing sequence (C„) of closed sets,

C„ c V, V« such that sup{|| u.(P)||: P closed, P c V \ C„) < l/n, V«. By

(iii), for any open set U,\\p(U p\ (V \ C„))\\ < \/n, Vn and so

t/n(r \Üq| = o.

Since 9i0 = {U n (K \ lC=iQ: t7 °Pen in A-} is a lattice, by [8, p. 188],

p = 0 on the algebra generated by 3Í0 and so p = 0 on the a-algebra

generated by 2t0. This proves p = 0 on ( V \ U "_ ,C„) n ®. The dual state-

ment is proved by routine arguments.

Lemma 4. Let p: 65 -* G be a countably additive r-smooth measure, G being

normed. Then:

(i) p is order continuous (i.e., for any sequence {/?,} c iß, with Ä,|0,

p(B¡)lO), exhaustive, o-subadditive, and finite-valued submeasure ([3, Corollary

4.11, p. 279], also §5).

(ii) /t w regular, i.e., for any B E 9> and e > 0, there exists a closed set C

and an open U such that C E B c U and p(U \ C) < e.

(iii) For a closed set C E X and e > 0, there exists a regular open set U D C

such that p(U \ C) < e.

Proof, (i) Proof of this part is straightforward (see [3]).

(ii) Take any open set V and fix e > 0. By Lemma 3 there exists an

increasing sequence ( C„} of closed sets such that on ( V \ (J ™_ i C„) n $,

H = 0. Thus ¡l(V \ V0) = 0, where V0 = \J™=XC„. Since /I is order continu-

ous there exists an nQ E N such that p( V0 \ Cn) < e. Now
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ï(V\C„g)< p(K \ V0) + p(K0\ C„o) < e.

Similarly for a closed set C, there exists an open set U D C such that

jx(U \ C) < e. Let Q = [A G % : Given e > 0,3 a closed set C and an open

set U, C c A c U, with ji(U \ C) < e). Proceeding exactly as in [2, p. 93],

we see that G is a a-ring, containing all closed sets and all open sets. Thus

G = %.
(iii) Suppose this is not true. Take a Vx E %, the class of all regular open

sets in X, Vx D C. Since p( F, \ C) > e, by (ii) there exists an open set

Wx E Vx\ C such that || p(PF,)|| > e. Using (ii) and T-smoothness of p, there

exists a [/,£% such that Ux c Wx and |p(t/,)| > e. Since % is closed

under finite intersection, Vx n (X \ Ux) E % [5, p. 92, Problem 22]. Proceed-

ing as above we get a disjoint sequence { U¡) C Gli, such that | p(c/)| > e, Vt.

This is a contradiction.

Theorem 5. Every countably additive r-smooth measure p: % —» G is

regular.

Proof. Since G is a subgroup of a product of normed groups the result

follows from Lemma 4.

Theorem 6. Let p„ : % ^> G be a sequence of countable additive r-smooth

measures such that lim ¡jl„(A) exists for any regular open set A. Then

limp„(f?) = p(5)

exists for any B E % and p is also countably additive r-smooth.

Proof. The result will be proved if proved under the assumption that G is

normed. Let {{/,.} be a disjoint sequence in 6ll, the class of regular open sets

in X; then A„: 2N -» G, A„(M) = p„(U ,eWc/°) is a sequence of exhaustively

finitely additive measures (exhaustivity is the consequence of the fact that for

any disjoint sequence {M„} in 2N, {Uí(Em U°} is a disjoint sequence) such

that limA„(M) exists for every M c N. By Lemma 2, A„'s are uniformly

exhaustive. We claim that given e > 0 and a closed set C there exists a

U E % such that p„(U \ C) < e, V«. Suppose this is not true. Take a

Vx E %, Vx D C, such that ¡Jix(Vx \ C) < e. This means, using regularity,

there exists an open set Wx E Vx\ Cx and an «(1) G 7Y, n(l) > 1, such that

II f>i(i)(^/i)IL> e- Since X is regular and pn(1) is T-smooth, there exists a

Ux E t, Í/, c Wx such that || ft,(1)(i/,)|| > e. Since Vxn(X\ Ux) E % [5,

p. 92, Problem 22], proceeding as above we get a disjoint sequence { U¡) c <3l

and a strictly increasing sequence {«(/)} C N, such that || p„(/)(c/)|| > e, \/i.

This is a contradiction since in the above terminology A„(/)'s are uniformly

exhaustive.

For any open set U and e > 0, 3 a closed set C c U such that p.n(U \ C)

< e, Vn, for otherwise, proceeding as above, we get a disjoint sequence

{ {/,} C % and a strictly increasing sequence (n(i)} c A, such that

UI+1CX\U,    and    ||p„(,)(c/.)||>e,    V/,
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a contradiction. Using these facts we see that {p„(U)} is convergent for any

open set U. For an e > 0 and a disjoint sequence {C,} of closed sets, take a

sequence ( U¡) of open sets such that p„iU¡ \ C,) < e/2i+2, for every i and for

every n. From

Mm - ft,)(  U C,
we A/     /

(ft ft,)( U i/,)

+ /jm(u (c/,\c,)) + m„(u (t/(\c,))
mem / \ie« /

</SM       /

it follows that »„(UieA/C,-) is convergent VA/ c A, and so by Lemma 1,

ft,(C,-) -» 0, uniformly in n. Using this result and proceeding in a similar way

we prove that for e > 0 and a B G %, 3 a closed set C c 5 such that

jix„(5 \ C) < e. This proves {/xn(fi)} is convergent for any B E % (see [7],

[9]).
The countable additivity of the limit measure p follows from Lemma 1. We

will prove that pn\ are uniformly r-smooth; this will prove that the limit

measure is r-smooth. Let [Va)afEl be an increasing net of open sets with

V = U Va. If {pn) are not uniformly r-smooth, by taking subsequences if

necessary there exists an increasing sequence a (a?) c /, such that

|ft,(*W.)\^(»))||>e>

for every n, for some e > 0. Since ( Fa(n+1) \ Va(n)) are mutually disjoint and

( p„iB)) is convergent, Vß E Ç&, this is a contradiction, by Lemma 1.

Theorem 7. Let X be a completely regular Hausdorff space and pn: % —» G a

sequence of r-smooth, countably additive measure. If { pniU)) is convergent for

every exactly open set U in X, then { pniB)) is convergent for every B E ÍB.

Proof. As before, we can assume G to be normed. Let X be the Stone-

Cech compactification of X and % all Borel subsets of X. p: <35 -» G,

p„iB) = pniB n A'), B E <$, are countably additive and r-smooth. By

Lemma 4, {/LJ are regular. Thus given m and n, in A/, and an open set V, in

A', there exists a compact set Cmn c F such that /L/K \ Cm„) < 1/w. Take

any exact open set Umn,Cmn c i/mn c K. This means pniV \ U) = 0, where

^ = U m,nUmtn. Since' || ̂ „(V \ U)\\ < ßniV \ U) = 0, V« and U is exactly

open we get that {/¿„(K)} is convergent for every open set V in X. By

Theorem 6, { p„iB)} is convergent, Vß 6Í. From this it follows that

{ p„iB)) is convergent V5 6ÍS.

I am grateful to the referee for making several useful suggestions.
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